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Mixed-media collages by Wangechi Mutu

A solo exhibition of Wangechi Mutu's work is opening in March at the Nasher Museum of Art at Duke University, in Durham, North Carolina.

This page: *Funkdacious fruit field*, ink, paint, plant material, collage, and plastic pearls on Mylar; Collection of Glenn Scott Wright, London; courtesy Victoria Miro Gallery, London

Following pages: *Root of All Eves*, ink, paint, and collage on Mylar; Collection of George Hartman and Arlene Goldman, Toronto; and *Agave you*, mixed-media collage on Mylar; Collection of Stanley and Nancy Singer, New York; courtesy Susanne Vielmetter Los Angeles Projects, Los Angeles; photo by Robert Wedemeyer

Wangechi Mutu is an artist based in Brooklyn.
A solo exhibition of Wangechi Mutu’s work is opening in March at the Nasher Museum of Art at Duke University, in Durham, North Carolina.

This page: Funkalicious fruit field, ink, paint, plant material, collage, and plastic pearls on Mylar; Collection of Glenn Scott Wright, London; courtesy Victoria Miro Gallery, London.

Following pages: Root of All Eves, ink, paint, and collage on Mylar; Collection of George Hartman and Arlene Goldman, Toronto; and Agave you, mixed-media collage on Mylar; Collection of Stanley and Nancy Singer, New York; courtesy Susanne Vielmetter Los Angeles Projects, Los Angeles; photo by Robert Wedemeyer.

Wangechi Mutu is an artist based in Brooklyn.